Strike: a protein-protein interaction classification approach.
Protein-protein interaction has proven to be a valuable biological knowledge and an initial point for understanding how the cell internally works. In this chapter, we introduce a novel approach termed STRIKE which uses String Kernel to predict protein-protein interaction. STRIKE classifies protein pairs into "interacting" and "non-interacting" sets based solely on amino acid sequence information. The classification is performed by applying the string kernel approach, which has been shown to achieve good performance on text categorization and protein sequence classification. Two proteins are classified as "interacting" if they contain similar substrings of amino acids. Strings' similarity would allow one to infer homology which could lead to a very similar structural relationship. To evaluate the performance of STRIKE, we apply it to classify into "interacting" and "non-interacting" protein pairs. The dataset of the protein pairs are generated from the yeast protein interaction literature. The dataset is supported by different lines of experimental evidence. STRIKE was able to achieve reasonable improvement over the existing protein-protein interaction prediction methods.